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ABSTRACT 
We establish a correspondence between the vanishing of a certain set of minors of 
a matrix A and the vanishing of a related set of minors of A ‘. In particular, inverses 
of banded matrices are characterized. We then use our results to find patterns for 
Toeplitz matrices with banded inverses. Finally we give an interesting determinant 
formula for inverses of banded matrices, and show that in general a “banded partial” 
matrix may be completed in a unique way to give a banded inverse of the same 
bandwidth. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] we characterized those matrices with nonzero diagonal elements 
whose inverses are tridiagonal by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume R is a nonsingular n X n matrix whose diagonal 
elements R,,,..., R n _ 1 n _ 1 are nonzero. The matrix R satisfies 
Rij = 
RikRkj 
R 
fmall i<k<j andall i>k>i 
kk 
if and only if its inverse A is tridiagonul. 
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This generalized the corresponding theorem for positive definite symmet- 
ric matrices in [2]. 
A theorem of Gantmacher and Krein [3] (also see [l]) characterizes those 
matrices whose inverses are symmetric tridiagonal matrices with nonzero 
superdiagonal elements. It is easily seen that neither this theorem nor 
Theorem 1.1 is a special case of the other. Also, it is easy to find trivial 
examples of matrices which fit neither theorem, e.g. the matrix 
i 0  10 0 1 0,  1  
which is its own inverse. It is thus natural to conjecture that there is a more 
general theorem of which both theorems are a special case. As a first guess we 
might rewrite (1.1) as 
RiiR,, =RikRki for all i<k<i andall i>k>i. (1.2) 
This eliminates the need for requiring the diagonal elements of R to be 
nonzero and indeed is a necessary condition for A= R-’ to be tridiagonal. 
However, it is not sufficient, for the matrix 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
satisfies the equations (1.2), yet is its own inverse and is not tridiagonal. 
In this paper we find necessary and sufficient conditions for a matrix R to 
have a tridiagonal inverse, but our results go considerably beyond this. The 
first main theorem is given in Section 2 and relates the vanishing of a certain 
set of minors in a matrix to the vanishing of a corresponding set of minors in 
the inverse. As a corollary we characterize the inverses of banded matrices 
(Theorem 3.1), a result due to E. Asplund [4]. In particular, Corollary 3.3 
resolves the above issue with tridiagonal matrices. We then introduce the 
concept of a k-regular matrix and show that a “banded partial” matrix having 
this property may be completed in a unique way to produce the vanishing 
minor structure characteristic of inverses of banded matrices. In Section 4 we 
deduce the structure of Toeplitz inverses of banded matrices in two special 
cases (Theorems 4.1 and 4.4). Finally, in Section 5, we prove a remarkable 
determinant formula, Equation (5.2), for inverses of banded matrices, and 
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find conditions which guarantee that a “banded partial” matrix may be 
completed in a unique way to yield a banded inverse of the same bandwidth 
(Theorem 5.5). 
2. VANISHING MINOR STRUCTURE 
Let A be an nXn matrix. We use the standard symbol A (::::;;:l:) to 
denote the minor formed from the ii,. . . , i, rows and ii,. . . , jk columns of A. 
Generally, let i(k) denote an increasing sequence of positive integers of 
length k,l<i,< ..* Ci, Gn. Similarly for f(k). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a nonsingular matrix with inverse R. Fix p and k 
integers, O<p<n-2, 2<2k<n-p. Then 
for all indices i(k), i(k) with il >i, fp if and only if 
for all indices i(k+p), j(k+p) with jl>ik+,, -p. 
Proof. Let IrI=p, and let m=k for r>O, m=k+p for r<O. Then the 
theorem may be restated: If 
=o 
for all indices i(m), i(m) with ji >im +r, then 
for all indices i(m+r), j(m+r) with jl>irnir-r. Note that r>O yields the 
forward direction and r<O the converse. 
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By the formula for minors of the inverse matrix [5], 
xA 
l)..., j,-l,j,Jrl)...) i3-1,j2+1 >...> j,,,tr~l.j,,,Cr+l,...,n 
l,..., i,-l,i,+l,..., i,-l,i,+l,... ,i,,,+,--l,i,,,+,+l,...,n i ’ 
,,l t I 
I= E (i,,+i,). 
u-1 
Thus we must show that the minor on the right hand side is zero for 
ir >in,+r -r. Let S be the submatrix composed from the first i,,,,, -r rows of 
the matrix associated with this minor. Note that S is also a submatrix of the 
first i,,, + ~ -rrowsofA,sincei,,,+,-6j,-l.Let Z’beany(i,,,+,-r)X(i,,,+, 
-r) submatrix of S. Because cohrmns i,, i,,. . . , irr,+, of A do not occur in S, T 
can only have i,,, +, - m-r columns of index less than i,,,+? + 1. Thus the 
column index of each of the last m columns of T is greater than or equal to 
i,,, I T + 1. Therefore every m X rn minor from the last m columns of T vanishes 
by hypothesis, and hence det T=O. Thus rank Sci,,, + ~ -r and the above 
minor is zero. n 
By taking transposes one has the same theorem for lower instead of upper 
minors. 
Some corollaries of particular interest are: 
COROLLARY 2.2 (Take p =O). Every k X k minor above (below) the main 
diagonal in A vanishes if and only if every k X k minor above (below) the 
main diagonal in A- r vanishes. 
COROLLARY 2.3 (Take k=l). A,,=0 for all (i, i) with j>i+p (i>i+p) 
if and only if R=A-’ satisfies 
for all indices i(p+l), j(p+l) with jl>iP+l-p (i,>j,,,-p). 
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Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3 may each be viewed as a generalization of the 
elementary fact that a lower (upper) triangular matrix has a lower (upper) 
triangular inverse, since this is the simplest special case of each. Corollary 2.3 
is due to E. Asplund [4]. 
3. INVERSES OF BANDED MATRICES 
DEFINITION. A matrix A is upper (lower) p-banded if Aii = 0 for i- iap 
(i-iap). 
DEFINITION. A matrix R has vanishing super- (sub) p-minors if 
for all indices i(p), i(p) such that j,>i,-p+l (ii>&-p+l). 
This allows us to restate Corollary 2.3 (Asplund’s theorem) more conveni- 
ently. 
THEOREM 3.1. A nonsingular matrix A is upper (lower) p-banded if and 
only if A-’ has vanishing super- (sub) p-minors. 
Asplund’s theorem is a natural extension of the theorem in [6 pp. 845-61, 
where the elements on the extreme band are assumed to be nonzero. 
Because of the prevalence of banded and tridiagonal matrices we state 
these special cases separately. 
COROLLARY 3.2. ThemutrixAis2p-l-diagonal(Aii=OforIi-ilap) 
if and only if A-’ has vanishing super- and sub-p-minors. 
COROLLARY 3.3. The matrix A is tridiagonal if and only if A-’ has 
vanishing super- and sub-2-minors. 
Theorem 1.1 is an easy consequence of Corollary 3.3. For if RP1 
is tridiagonal, R has vanishing super- and sub-2-minors. In particular, 
R,,.R,, - R,,R,, =O for all i< k < j and i > k > i, so 
Rii = 
RikRki 
R 
for all i<k<j and i>k>j. 
kk 
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Conversely, suppose 
Rii = 
RikRkj 
R 
for all i<k<i. 
kk 
Taking k = i + 1, i + 2,. . . , j - 1 successively gives 
(3.1) 
Using this formula for R,,, one can check directly that R has vanishing 
super-2-minors. Similarly, if R i i = R i k R ki /R k k for all i > k > i, R has vanishing 
sub-2-minors. Hence, by Corollary 3.3, RP1 is tridiagonal. 
From Equation (3.1) we see that every element above the superdiagonal 
can be expressed in terms of the elements on the superdiagonal and main 
diagonal. This suggests that given arbitrary superdiagonal and main diagonal 
elements such that R,,, . . . , R n ~ 1 n ~ 1 are not zero, we define the elements R i i 
( j>i+ 1) by Equation (3.1). Then, as above, R has vanishing super-2-minors. 
Given arbitrary subdiagonal elements, one can likewise choose Rii (i>i+ 1) 
so that R has vanishing subZminors. Then, if R is nonsingular, R ’ is 
tridiagonal. We also have the “right number of free parameters.” The 
elements in R which are determined are exactly those for which the corre- 
sponding elements in R -’ are forced to be zero. 
We now wish to extend this reasoning to the case of vanishing super- and 
sub-p-minors. Specifically, consider the following problem: Given arbitrary 
entries on the main diagonal, the first p - 1 superdiagonals, and the first p - 2 
subdiagonals, can we fill in the remaining upper triangular entries in such a 
way that R has vanishing super-p-minors? To begin with, the elements on the 
next superdiagonal, R, p+ 1, RSp c2,. . . , R,_, ,, must be chosen so that 
R 
l 
i,i+l,...,i+p-1 
i+l,i+2,...,i+p 1 
=O, i=l ,..., n-p. 
In general, this will only be possible provided 
R 
i 
i+l,i+2,...,i+p-1 
i+l,i+2,...,i+p-1 1 
f 0, i=l,...,n-p. 
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On the other hand, requiring that these ( p - 1) X ( p - 1) principal minors be 
nonzero is sufficient to determine the remaining upper triangular elements 
uniquely. To see this, first note that R 1 p+ 1, R, p+2,. . . , R n _p n are determined 
uniquely. Suppose the R,, have been determined for all (i, j) with i-i<m, 
where m>p. Let Ri,+m be any element on the mth superdiagonal. Then the 
conditions 
R 
i 
i,i+l,..., i+p-2, i+p- 1 
i+l,i+2,..., i+p-l,i+m i 
=o 
and 
R 
i 
i+l,i+2,...,i+p-1 
i+l,i+2,...,i+p-1 I 
#O 
determine Riitm uniquely in terms of those elements already known. We 
have chosen the elements R,, by requiring that some super-pminors be zero. 
In fact all super-pminors will vanish. 
DEFINITION. An n X n matrix is k-regular provided the principal minors 
i+l,i+2,...,i+k 
i+l,i+e,...,i+k (3.2) 
are nonzero for i=1,2 ,..., n-l-k. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let R be a (p - 1)regular n X n matrix such that 
R 
i 
i,i+l,... ,i+p--2,i+p-1 
i+l,i+2,..., i+p-l,i+m I 
=o, i=l ,...,n-_p, m=p,...,n-i. 
Then R has vanishing superT-minors. 
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Proof. We first show that 
R 
i 
i,i+1,..., i+p-2, is-p- 1 
i, , iz, . . , i, - 1, i, I 
=o 
for i=l,..., n-p and i+l~j,<j,<..~<j,~n. Now the minor 
R 
i 
i,i+1,..., i+p-2, isp- 1 
i+1,i+2 ,...) itp-l,j, i 
=o 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
for k=l,. . . , p, since if ik <i + p - 1 it vanishes because two columns are 
identical, and if jk > i + p it vanishes by hypothesis. Denote the column vector 
(Ri,, Rillr ,..., Ri+p_el, R,+p_ll)T by R, for Z=i+l,i+2 ,..., n. Since R is 
(p - l)-regular, the vectors R, + 1, Rite,. . . , Ri +1, _, are linearly independent, 
while Equation (3.4) implies that R, + 1, RifS, . . . , R, +p_ 1, RiL are linearly 
dependent. Thus Rik is a linear combination of Ri+ i, R, +2,. . . , Ritp_ 1 for 
k=l,..., p. This, together with the multilinearity of the determinant and the 
property that a determinant with two identical columns is zero, implies that 
the equations (3.3) hold. 
We now show that every super-p-minor vanishes, i.e., 
(3.5) 
for all indices i(p), j(p) with jr >i, -p + 1. We proceed by induction on 
j, -ii. By hypothesis 
R 
i 
i,i+l,...,i+p-1 
i+l,i+2,...,i+p i=O 
for i=l,...,n-p, 
which yields Equation (3.5) for i, -i, =p. 
Assume that Equation (3.5) holds for all i(p), j(p) with p ~j, - i, urn - 1, 
andleti(p),j(p)beanyindiceswithi,>i,-p-t1 andi,-ii-m. 
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Consider the determinant 
ME ‘i,+p--li,+l ‘i,+ppli,+Z 
0 0 
0 0 
. . 
. . . 
. . . 
Ri,+p-ll,+p- 1 
0 
0 
Ri,f2 
Ri, +p-lf, 
R.. 
‘311 
Ripil 
. . . Ripi,, 
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Every pXp minor in the first p rows vanishes by Equation (3.3) (or because 
two columns are identical). Therefore M=O. Expanding M by Laplace’s 
expansion in (p- 1) X (p - 1) blocks from the first p- 1 columns and p Xp 
blocks from the last p columns, every term but one vanishes by the induction 
hypothesis (or because two rows are identical). Thus 
M=R 
i,$_l,...,i,-tp-1 
i,+1,...,i,+p-1 
jR(;::;::::::;: )=O. 
Since R is (p- l)-regular, R (~~:~~,'~;'~~~ ) =O. This completes the induction. n 
From the discussion preceding Theorem 3.4 we have the corollary: 
COMPLETION THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that the nXn matrix R is assigned 
arbitrary elements Rii for i<i+p. ’ Zf this partial matrix is (p - I)-regular, 
‘Ody the elements R,i, i-p+l<i<i+p, are necessary. 
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there is a unique way of assigning the remaining elements so that R has 
vanishing super-p-minors. 
In particular, if the completed matrix R is nonsingular, it follows from 
Theorem 3.1 that R PI is upper-p-banded. In other words all elements in R ~ ’ 
corresponding to those elements assigned in R are zero. In Section 5 we will 
determine precisely when R is nonsingular. 
It is clear that the Rii for jai+p can be written in terms of the Rij for 
i-p+l<j<i+p. For p=2 this formula is just Equation (3.1). For p>2, Rij 
for jaitp can be written as a rational function of the Rii for i-p+ l<j<i+ 
p, but it seems there is no nice formula as for p=2. If R has some additional 
structure, we can say more. Consider next the case where R is a Toeplitz 
matrix. 
4. SOME APPLICATIONS TO TOEPLITZ INVERSES OF BANDED 
MATRICES’ 
In this section we restrict R to be a Toeplitz matrix; i.e., 
for some sequence { rk}zI i ~ n. We use the abbreviated notation [7] 
R=R[r,_,,r,_ “,..., r, ,..., r,_,]. 
Since we will only be concerned with the properties of vanishing super-and 
sub-p-minors, without loss of generality we may set r0 = 1 (unless of course 
r0 =O). 
The following theorem follows immediately from Equation (3.1) and its 
analogue for i > j. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be an nXn Toeplitz matrix with vanishing super- 
and sub-2-minors. Then there exist numbers r and s such that 
R=R[F’,..., s2, s,l,r, r2 ,..., rnml]. 
‘None of the results of tllis section will be used in Section 5. 
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(Zf the main diagonal of R is zero, it follows that R is the zero matrix.) 
It is easy to see by induction that det R=( 1 - rs)“-‘, so R is nonsingular if 
and only if rsf 1. Thus Corollary 3.3 gives: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose R is a Toe-p&z matrix and that R ~’ is tridiago- 
nal. Then there are numbers r, s with rs # 1 such that 
R=R[s”-‘,..., s2, s,l,r, r2 ,..., r”-‘]. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose R is a symmetric Toeplitz matrix and that R -’ 
is tridiagonal. Then there is some number r with r2 # 1 such that 
R=R[r”-‘,..., r2,r,1,r,r2 ,..., rnP1]. 
The structure of Toeplitz matrices with vanishing super- and/or subq 
minors for p>2 is more complicated. In the following we consider the case 
p=3 which we approach by considering two examples from Greville [7]. 
EXAMPLE 1. The matrix 
24 18 3 0 0 0 
8 30 19 3 0 0 
H= ; 8 30 19 3 0 
0 8 30 19 3 
0 0 0 8 30 18 
-0 0 0 0 8 24 
has the inverse 
17 171 
_ 
39 83 347 _ 
440 ) 1760 , 7040>!?81eo~ -112640 1, 
Starting from the diagonal, &, and reading left, we see a geometric series, as 
anticipated, with ratio - f . Starting at - & and reading to the right, we 
would have a geometric series with ratio - ! except each numerator is twice 
the preceding one plus five. In fact, rewriting - & =0.5/( -27.5) and 
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& = 6/110, the same rule applies starting at - &. To write this conveniently, 
multiply the sequence (- &, &, . . . , - &&) by -55. (Vanishing minor prop- 
erties are unaffected by scalar multiplication.) This sequence may then be 
written 
and is of the general form 
(l,(m+b)r,(m~+mb+b)r~,(m3+m~b+mh+h)r”,...) (4.1) 
with m=2, b= 10, r= -b. 
Two other Toeplitz matrices, T, and T3, given by GrevilIe [7] can also be 
put in this form. In each case 1 is the subdiagonal, (m+b)r the main 
diagonal, ( m2 + mb + b)r 2 the superdiagonal, etc. It can be shown that each 
super&minor in such a matrix is zero by elementary row operations.” Hence, 
if such a matrix is nonsingular, its inverse must be upper S-banded. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
As in Example 1, T PI is upper 3-banded and lower 2-banded. Starting from 
the diagonal and reading left, we again have a geometric series. 
We now consider as before the sequence starting from the subdiagonal 
and reading right: 
We normalize again by multiplying by - v. This gives 
(l,-a,-L&l,-&l), 
which is of the general form 
(1, a, -l,-a,l,CX,-l,-(Y )... ). (4.2) 
%e the proof of Theorenr 4.4 below 
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It is transparent that the Toeplitz matrix corresponding to (4.2) has vanishing 
super-3-minors. Somewhat surprisingly, the form (4.2) is a special case of the 
form (4.1) if we allow T, m, and b to be complex. In fact, letting r=i, m= - 1, 
and b= 1 -d in (4.1) yields (4.2). 
It is now reasonable to conjecture that every Toeplitz matrix with 
vanishing super+minors is of the form (4.1). This is the thrust of the 
following theorem. We first modify (4.1) somewhat to allow the possibility of 
zero on the subdiagonal: 
(a,(ma+b)r,(m2a+mb+b)r2,(m3a+m2b+mb+b)r3,...). (4.3) 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose T=T[t,_,, t2-,, ,..., to ,..., t,pl] is a Toeplitz 
matrix with vanishing suped-minors and assurr~ tt -t- ,t, #O (so T is 
Zregular). Then there exist complex numbers a, r, m, and b such that the 
sequence 
has the form (4.3). 
Proof. We must first show that we can solve the equations 
a=tL,, 
(mu+b)r=t”, 
(m2a+mb+b)r2=tl, (4.4) 
(m3a+m2b+mb+b)r3=t2 
for a, r, m, and b. Multiplying each equation by mr and subtracting it from 
the succeeding one gives the three equations 
br=t, -mti_,, 
br2=tl-mrtO, 
br3 =t, -mrt,. 
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Eliminating b between the first and second and between the second and third 
equations respectively gives 
t,r--7n?_, =t, -nrt,, 
t,r-mr2to=t2-mti,. 
Finally, eliminating m gives the quadratic equation for T: 
> 
Denote the two roots r+ and r_ . Then 
t1 t2 
to t1 
r+r_ = ~ I 
r-t tf - tot2 =O. 
(4.5) t n t1 I 1 t__, to 
Substituting from (4.4) and simplifying, 
r,r- =r’m. 
Let m, be the value of m corresponding to r+, and m_ the value corre- 
sponding to r_ . Then 
rfm, = r+r_ =r2m 
and 
c 
m+=--, 
r+ 
r t 
m-=r’ 
Finally b = to /r-mu gives 
b+=L -m+a, 
rA 
bk= 5 -m-a. 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
Of course, a = t_ 1 is given. 
We illustrate how the solutions (a, r+ , m, , b,) and (a, r_ , m _ , h-) may 
be conveniently checked by showing they satisfy the third equation in (4.4), 
and leave the fourth equation to the reader (the first two equations are 
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immediate): 
(7&a+m+h,+bJr~=[m *_(m ,a+h,)r+ +br& 
=[m-_to+to-m +r,a]rI 
=t”rn=r, +t,r,--t_,m ,r: 
=t”r,- +t”T, --t-,r+c 
=t”(r++rp)-t-,r+r_ 
t1 tz t1 t2 
=tojfl foI_+ Ito tl 
t1( l(to t11 VI 
t-1 t, I It-1 tn( 
=o. 
=t 1’ 
since 
t1 t1 t2 
to to t1 
t -1 t-1 to 
Thus the equations (4.4) possess two solutions (a, r+, m,, h,) and 
(a,rp,mp,b_).4 
To finish the proof note that 
(m2u+mb+b b2 (m3a+m2b+mb+b)r3 
(mu+b)r (m2a+mb+b)r2 
a (ma+b)r 
s-2 
am”p’+b x ,k 
k=O 
s - :3 
am”-2+b 2 mk 
k=O 
‘For instance, in Example 1 above we had the solution (a, I+, m + ,h+)=( 1, - : ,2,10). 
However, the solution (u, r_ , TX, k)=(l, - i, 1, y) does the job also. 
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for all s >3, as can be easily seen by elementary row operations. Taking 
(n,T,~n,b)=(a+,r+,~~~+,~+), 
(m+a+b+)r+ (m!+. + m1 
#O 
a (m+o + b, )ri 
by hypothesis. Then by Theorem 3.4 the Toeplitz matrix whose - 1, 0, 1,2,. . . 
elements are given by the sequence (4.3) has vanishing super-3minors. But 
the sequence (t_ i, to, t,, t,, . . . ) agrees with the sequence (4.3) in the first four 
places. Hence by the uniqueness part of the completion theorem 3.5 the 
sequences agree everywhere. This completes the proof. H 
COROLLARY 4.5. Zf T is u 2-regular Toeplitz matrix and T I is upper 
3-banded, there exist complex numbers a, r, m, and b such that the sequence 
(tLl>to>t,,... ) has the form (4.3). 
It seems likely that this theorem has a generalization for p>3, but appears 
that the extension is not easy. We plan to investigate this in future work. 
5. DETERMINANT FORMULA 
Let R be an arbitrary n X n matrix. The following relation between det R 
and certain of its minors will be useful in what follows: 
_R 
i 
d ,..., n-l R f ,..., n 
,...> n I( 1 ,...,n-1 ’ 
(5.1) 
This identity is a special case of Jacobi’s theorem on minors of the adjugate 
[8] (or of Sylvester’s determinant identity). 
Let 
kil,..., ktp-1 
k=l,...,n-p, 
k=l,...,n-p+l. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Zf R is an n X n matrix with vanishing super- (sub) 
p-minors, then 
detR.d,d,...d._,=D,D,...D,-,+,. (5.2) 
Proof. Suppose d,=O for some k=l,..., n-p. Applying the identity 
(5.1) to the minor R (::‘::::I:), 
k+l,..., k+p-1 
,...,k+p-l ]R[::::::::; 1 
But R( 
k,...,k+p-1 
kfl,. k+p > 
is zero. Hence 
Thus if d, =O the identity (5.2) holds. 
No~assumed~fOfork=l,..., n-p; i.e., the matrix R is (p- 1)-regufar. 
The proof is by induction on n. 
Assume n=p+ 1. Applying the identity (5.1) 
since R(h:::::zP1) is zero by hypothesis. Therefore 
det R.d, =DID2. 
Now assume n >p + 1. The matrix associated with the minor R (“,:‘,‘, ’ ‘,‘, ) 
inherits the property of vanishing super-p-minors from R, so by the induction 
hypothesis 
(5.3) 
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Let S be the matrix associated with the minor R (&‘.;I ). Clearly rank S<p, 
so the rows of S are linearly dependent. Since d, ~0, the first row of S is a 
linear combination of rows 2,. . . , p. Thus, in the matrix R we can subtract a 
linear combination of rows 2,. . . , p from the first row so that all elements 
except the first one-call it u-are zero. Since the determinant is preserved 
under row operations, det R=aR (i;:“;yl) and D, =acl,. Eliminating a and 
substituting in Equation (5.3) 
D,D, . . .Dn-,+I 
detR= d,d,...d,,_, ’ 
If R has vanishing sub-p-minors, Equation (5.2) still holds, since R’ has 
vanishing super-p-minors and det R = det RT. n 
For nonsingular R the following is an immediate consequence. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If R-’ is upper (lower) p-banded, Equution (5.2) holds. 
Proof. Apply Theorems 3.1 and 5.1. n 
If R is (p-l>regular, the minors dl,dz,...,d,,_P are nonzero and 
Theorem 5.1 is: 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let R be a (p - 1)-regular matrix with vanishing super- 
(sub-) p-minors. Then 
DlQ . . J&+1 
det R= d,d,. . .d,,_, * 
Thus, in this case, R is singular if and only if one of its principal minors 
D ,““> D,_,,l is zero. 
We now conclude our discussion of the completion theorem 3.5. From 
Corollary 5.3 we see that before completing the matrix R we can tell whether 
or not it will be singular, since the principal minors D,, . . . , D,z_l, + I are 
functions of the given arbitrary elements. Thus we have: 
COMPLETION THEOREM 5.4. Suppose that the n X n matrix R is assigned 
arbitrary elements R,i for j<i+p. Zf d,,d, ,..., d,~_,, D,, D, ,..., D,,_,+l are 
all nonzero, there is a unique way of assigning the remaining elements of R so 
that R--’ exists and is upper p-banded. 
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In other words we can assign the remaining elements in such a way that 
we force zeros in the corresponding positions in R - ‘. 
Finally, consider the case where R is assigned arbitrary elements Rii for 
i - s < i< i + r (r, s > 1). We wish to complete R so that X1 is upper 
r-banded and lower s-banded. It might now seem that we must require 
d’,’ 1) d(‘-1) 
D[r), Dir”; 
, . . . , dl;‘:,“, D;“‘, D;“‘, . . . , D;“‘,~ + 1, d; - ‘, dg ~ I), . . . , d”_- ‘) 
>..*> Dir?, + 1 all to be nonzero, where the superscript de:otes’ the 
order of the minor. This would be unfortunate, because for 4 =max( r, s), 
d(l@),dppl) ,..., d’C1) Diq’, D$q) ,..., DC’!? 
on the elements jet’ to be assigned. 
n q+l would in general depend 
Happily it suffices to require 
d’,“’ @” , . . . , dr? p, Dip), Dip), . . . , DA?‘, + 1 to be nonzero for p = min( r, s). 
This is our final result: 
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose that the nX n matrix R is assigned arbitrary 
elements for i--s<i<i+r. Let p=min(r,s). If d, ,..., dn_r, 
D,, Dz,..., D,_,+l are all nonzero, there is a unique way of assigning the 
remaining elements of R so that R ~’ exists and is upper r-banded and lower 
s-banded. 
Proof. Assume that 6s (the case r>s is similar). By the completion 
theorem 5.4, there is a unique way to assign the remaining upper triangular 
elements so that R has vanishing super-r-minors. Now let q be any integer 
with r<qGs, and consider the minor R(,k::‘:::~~~:) for l<k<n-q+l. The 
matrix corresponding to this minor inherits the property of vanishing super-r- 
minors from R. Hence, by Corollary 5.3 
i 
k 
Rk 
DkDk+C.‘Dk+qpp 
= dkdk+l...dk+q_p__l’ 
which is not zero by hypothesis. In particular, all the minors dc,“- ‘I, 
dg--1’ ,..,, dy:;‘, Di”‘, DA”‘,..., DC” n s+l are nonzero. Applying the comple- 
tion theorem again, there is a unique way of assigning the remaining lower 
triangular elements of R so that R has vanishing sub-s-minors. Since 
D,, D,, . . . > Q-,+1 are all nonzero, R is nonsingular by the remark following 
Corollary 5.3. Thus R-’ exists and is upper r-banded and lower s-banded by 
Theorem 3.1. H 
We wish to thank a referee for the idea of breaking up the proof of 
Theorem 5.1 into the cases some d, = 0 and no d, = 0. We also wish to 
express thanks to Herb Robinson and Peter Bates of Texas A&M for a number 
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of helpfkl comments and ideas, and to Gene Coluh of Stanford Ilnitierxit y, 
for pointing out reference [ 41. 
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